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Background: Because of ongoing problems with anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction, new approaches in the treat-
ment of ACL injuries, particularly strategies based on tissue engineering, have gained increasing research interest. To allow for
ACL regeneration, a structured scaffold that provides a mechanical basis, has cells from different sources, and comprises
mechanical as well as biological factors is needed. Biological materials, biodegradable polymers, and composite materials are
being used and tested as scaffolds. The optimal scaffold for ACL regeneration should be biocompatible and biodegradable to
allow tissue ingrowth but also needs to have the right mechanical properties to provide immediate mechanical stability.

Hypotheses: The study hypotheses were that (1) a novel degradable silk fiber–based scaffold with mechanical properties similar
to the native ACL will be able to initiate ligament regeneration after ACL resection and reconstruction under in vivo conditions and
(2) additional cell seeding of the scaffold with autologous stromal vascular fraction–containing adipose-derived stem cells will
increase regenerative activity.

Study Design: Controlled laboratory study.

Methods: A total of 33 mountain sheep underwent ACL resection and randomization to 2 experimental groups: (1) ACL recon-
struction with a scaffold alone and (2) ACL reconstruction with a cell-seeded scaffold. Histological evaluation of the intra-articular
portion of the reconstructed/regenerated ligament was performed after 6 and 12 months.

Results: After 6 months, connective tissue surrounded the silk scaffold with ingrowth in some areas. The cell-seeded scaffolds
had a significant lower silk content compared with the unseeded scaffolds and demonstrated a higher content of newly formed
tissue. After 12 months, the density of the silk fibers decreased significantly, and the ingrowth of newly formed tissue increased in
both groups. No differences between the 2 groups regarding silk fiber degradation and regenerated tissue were detected at 12
months.

Conclusion: The novel silk fiber–based scaffold was able to stimulate ACL regeneration under in vivo conditions. Additional cell
seeding led to increased tissue regeneration and decreased silk fiber content at 6 months, whereas these differences were not
present at 12 months.

Clinical Relevance: ACL regeneration using a silk fiber–based scaffold with and without additional cell seeding may provide
a new treatment option after joint injuries.
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Injuries of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) result in
annual costs of around US$6 billion according to the
National Center of Health Statistics.15 About 350,000 ACL
reconstructions are performed in the United States every
year (unpublished data: Goodwin E. Presented at the

American Orthopaedic Society for Sports Medicine Annual
Meeting on Allografts in Orthopaedic Sports Medicine,
2005). Surgical reconstruction has become the method of
choice for more than 2 decades, despite the well-documented
problems associated with autograft materials, such as ante-
rior knee pain, infrapatellar contracture, muscle weakness,
and limited graft availability.32 Allograft materials, on the
other hand, carry the risk for the transmission of blood-
borne diseases.35,40 In young and active patients, ACL
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reconstruction also has a relatively high failure rate, with
the consequent need for revision surgery.24 In addition,
the development of posttraumatic osteoarthritis still
appears to be an unresolved fact of this surgical strategy.46

Because of these ongoing issues with ACL reconstruc-
tion, there is a need to develop new approaches that may
lead to better outcomes. One such approach is ACL regener-
ation in which a structured scaffold provides the mechanical
basis for initial stability and to regenerate the ligament,
together with cells from different sources and biological as
well as mechanical modulators. Finding the right biomate-
rial that may function as a potential scaffold certainly is
one of the key challenges. It has to be biocompatible and bio-
degradable to allow tissue ingrowth, which is crucial for the
new ligament to form. Ideally, the scaffold’s mechanical
properties mimic the natural ACL of any age as close as pos-
sible to provide immediate mechanical stability after
implantation. Biological materials, biodegradable polymers,
and composite materials are under evaluation for ligament
engineering.29,31,35 Among these, silk has been proven to
be an attractive candidate.2,3 Compared with other biomate-
rials, it has remarkable mechanical strength and toughness.
In combination with its slow rate of degradation, it theoret-
ically allows the gradual transfer of stabilizing properties
from the graft to the newly forming tissue without exposing
the patient to periods of joint laxity.

The slow degradation of silk is based on its biological
inertness.1,10 In contrast to grafts fabricated of other bioma-
terials such as collagen, there is no special enzyme produced
by cells41 that can lead to an unwanted fast reduction of
mechanical properties. Silk, like other proteins, is degraded
to peptides that are metabolized by cells and do not lead to
an immunological response, as has been reported with the
degradation of synthetic polymers, for example.5

Silk fibers have been used as a raw material for ACL
scaffolds, and it has been demonstrated that the twisted
fiber scaffolds are able to match the mechanical properties
of the native human ACL.2,17 In previous studies, an ACL
graft based on silk fibers in a wire rope design16 and
a method to efficiently remove the immune-eliciting sericin
from high hierarchical textile-engineered matrices based on
raw silk fibers44 have been developed. The possibility of
removing sericin well after the textile-engineering process
eases the production of highly ordered scaffold structures
by making use of the sliding properties of the sericin surface
proteins. The resulting sericin-free silk ACL grafts show
ultimate tensile strength and elasticity values (Figure 1C),
comparable with native ovine ACL tissue.8,19,27,33,47

The first aim of the present study was to determine if
this novel degradable silk fiber–based scaffold is able to

initiate ACL regeneration under in vivo conditions. Our sec-
ond aim was to determine if there is a difference in ACL
regeneration between a cell-seeded scaffold (CS) and the
implantation of the silk fiber–based scaffold alone (SA).
We hypothesized that a novel degradable silk fiber–based
scaffold would be able to initiate ligament regeneration
after ACL transection and reconstruction. We also hypothe-
sized that additional cell seeding of the scaffold with autol-
ogous stromal vascular fraction–containing adipose-derived
stem cells6,22,23 would lead to increased regenerative
activity.

METHODS

If not indicated otherwise, all reagents were purchased
from Sigma and were of analytical grade. The study design
was approved by the local ethical committee.

Study Design

A total of 33 female mature mountain sheep with a mean
(6SD) body weight of 64.4 6 3.7 kg were selected and ran-
domized to 1 of 2 experimental groups: (1) ACL regenera-
tion with an SA and (2) ACL regeneration with a CS.
Half of the sheep within each group were followed up to
6 months (n = 8 each for SA and CS) and half to 12 months
(n = 8 for SA, n = 9 for CS).

Preparation of the Silk Fiber–Based Scaffold Device

The silk fiber–based scaffolds were fabricated as previ-
ously described.16,44 Briefly, white raw Bombyx mori silk-
worm fibers of 20/22 den and 250 T/m (Testex AG) were
braided into wire rope–like structures in cooperation
with Edelrid, consisting of a core and a sheathing element
(Figure 1, A and B). The inner core component was formed
by 2 strands, which were enveloped by a tubular sheathing
structure. The entire scaffold has a total diameter of 4 mm.

To remove the possible antigenic-eliciting sericin pro-
teins, the silk scaffolds were boiled in borate buffer as pre-
viously described.44 The samples were then thoroughly
washed in ddH2O, dried in a heating cabinet (T6060; Her-
aeus) at 100�C for approximately 3 hours, and individually
packaged and sterilized by steam autoclaving (Melatronic
23; Melag Medizintechnik) at 121�C.

The prepared silk fiber–based scaffold devices were
then mechanically tested via tension-to-failure testing as
described by Hohlrieder et al.16 Briefly, scaffolds were
immersed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for at least
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1 hour before testing. Stress-strain curves were recorded
using a materials testing machine (Z050; Zwick GmbH &
Co KG) at a strain rate of 5 mm/min with 100 N of preten-
sion to determine ultimate tensile strength; the linear por-
tion of the stress-strain curve was used to calculate
stiffness values. The silk fiber–based scaffolds showed

values of 1450 6 65 N for ultimate tensile strength and
194 6 27 N/mm for stiffness (Figure 1C), which were in
the range of reported mechanical values for an intact sheep
ACL.8,19,27,33,47

Surgical Technique

A medial arthrotomy was performed, and the fat pad was
partially resected (Figure 2, A-C). The exposed ACL was
removed by transecting the ligament close to its femoral
and tibial origins. The resected fat pad was further used
for preparing a stromal vascular fraction in the CS group
(Figure 2, H-J).

ACL Reconstruction With the Silk Fiber–Based Scaffold.
After ACL removal, the knees were prepared similarly as
in conventional ACL reconstruction. A 4.0-mm tunnel
was drilled through the proximal tibia, exiting the tibial
surface exactly in the center of the tibial ACL footprint
(Figure 2D). Another 4.0-mm tunnel was drilled through
the lateral femoral condyle, addressing the femoral ACL
footprint in the same way. The silk fiber scaffold (6 cm in
length and 4 mm in diameter) was armed with nonabsorb-
able sutures (Mersilene 1; Johnson & Johnson) on either
end using a whipstitch technique (Figure 2E). After the
edges of the tunnels were smoothed, the scaffold was
pulled through the knee (Figure 2F) and adjusted for cen-
tral placement, leaving 1.5 to 2.0 cm on either side in the
bony tunnels. Cortical scaffold fixation was achieved with
custom-made fixation buttons proximally and distally (Fig-
ure 2G). After femoral fixation, the scaffold was firmly ten-
sioned with the knee in maximal extension, followed by
tibial cortical fixation.

For the animals in the CS group, the same ACL recon-
struction procedure was performed. Parallel to the surgical
procedure, the previously harvested fat pad was used to pre-
pare the stromal vascular fraction (Figure 2, H-J) as previ-
ously described.7,23 Briefly, the explanted knee fat pad was
washed thoroughly with PBS and minced into small pieces
of 5 to 20 mm3. These explants were then incubated with col-
lagenase type 1 (Biochrome) at 37�C for 45 minutes in a
50-mL Falcon tube under constant rotation at 10 rpm via
a rotator (PTR-35; Grant Instruments). After centrifugation
at 600g for 5 minutes, the stromal vascular fraction was
collected suspended in 50 mL Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium (DMEM)/Ham’s F12 without supplements and
mixed with 50 mL of the fibrinogen component (100 mg/mL
fibrinogen) of the fibrin sealant Tisseel (Baxter AG).
Prior to this step, the fibrinogen (final concentration of
100 mg/mL) and thrombin components (final concentration
of 4 IU/mL) were reconstituted with 40 mM CaCl2 and
with a 3000 U/mL aprotinin solution at 37�C, respectively.
Syringes were filled with the cell-loaded fibrinogen compo-
nent and the thrombin component of the sealant and
were mounted for application in a Duploject syringe holder
(Baxter AG).

After ACL reconstruction (Figure 2K), the cell–fibrin
glue suspension was meticulously injected under the
superficial layer of the scaffold within the entire intra-
articular portion as well as within the bony tunnels (Figure
2J). All incisions were closed in layers. After surgery, the

Figure 1. Description of the silk fiber–based anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) graft. (A) Gross observation showing the wire
rope design of the silk scaffold, consisting of 2 strands form-
ing the inner core enveloped by tubular sheathing. Notable
are the individual braiding designs of the core and sheathing
elements that are visible. (B) The silk ACL scaffold is based
on single Bombyx mori silk fibers. These fibers are assem-
bled into yarns and textile engineered into higher hierarchical
structure strands or sheathing forming the entire scaffold. (C)
Mechanical properties of the silk-based scaffold (ultimate
tensile strength and stiffness values) compared with native
ACL structures (values from other studies). n = 10.
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animals were housed for 6 weeks in separated pens of 3
sheep each and were then allowed to join the herd on the
farm. After 6 and 12 months, the animals were euthanized,
and the limbs were harvested and immediately put into
neutral buffered 10% formalin for up to 48 hours. Then,
the samples were thoroughly rinsed with tap water and
stored in 70% ethanol until further workup.

Macroscopic Assessment

After tissue harvest, the knee joints were macroscopically
assessed for ligament integrity and for any degenerative
changes in all compartments by the senior surgeon
(T.N.), who was blinded to the treatment group.

Ligament Histology

The microscopic evaluation was performed by 2 authors
(A.T., P.H.), who were blinded to the treatment group and

the time point. For the histological workup, the intra-
articular portion of the ACL was removed in total from
the specimen and further dehydrated with an increase in
graded series of alcohol and embedded in paraffin via the
intermedium xylol. Samples were sectioned 3 to 4 mm thick
using a rotatory microtome (HM 355S Microm; Thermo
Fisher Scientific Inc), deparaffinized, and rehydrated in
a graded series of alcohol. Sections of all samples were
stained for martius scarlet blue (MSB) staining. MSB stain-
ing comprises several labeling steps containing martius yel-
low, brilliant crystal scarlet, and phosphotungstic acid and
stains blue for collagen, red/orange for silk, violet for nuclei,
and yellow for erythrocytes. In addition, hematoxylin and
eosin staining was performed to analyze the cell phenotype
in terms of nuclearity (mononuclear vs polynuclear). To
demonstrate the formation of aligned collagen fibers along
the silk fibers of the graft, the mechanical load sections
were stained with picrosirius red and imaged with circu-
larly polarized light microscopy (E800; Nikon GmbH).

Figure 2. Surgical procedure. (A, B) After arthrotomy and anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) resection, anatomic ACL reconstruc-
tion is performed, exactly addressing the anatomic footprints of the natural ACL. (C) The infrapatellar fat pad is resected for
optional autologous stromal vascular fraction isolation (gray box). (D) After drilling of bone tunnels, (E) the 6 cm–long scaffold
is armed with nonabsorbable sutures similar to a tendon graft, (F) the scaffold is pulled through the knee joint in the course of
the natural ACL, and (G) cortical fixation is administered with custom-made fixation buttons. (H, I) Stromal vascular fraction iso-
lation is performed in parallel to the surgical procedure, and the isolated autologous cell mixture is suspended in fibrin glue and
injected into the scaffold after the reconstructive procedure in the cell-seeded group. (J) Intra-articular view of (K) completed ACL
reconstruction.
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Segmentation

The images were loaded into Developer XD 2.1 (Definiens
AG). After downsampling the images to a resolution of
0.642 mm/pixel, multiresolution segmentation was per-
formed as described elsewhere.4 Violet, blue, yellow, and
red tissues were classified based on relations between the
different color layers as well as relationships between
neighboring objects. As silk fibers appear mostly as round
and oval objects, erosion and dilation steps were applied to
obtain improved quantification.

The resulting classification was exported, and the posi-
tion of the longitudinal and cross-sectional cuts was
marked using Photoshop CS5 (Adobe Systems). Damaged
sections of the cross-section were always excluded in the
shape of a wedge from the center of the scaffold all the
way to the edge of the cross-section. Of the longitudinal
cuts, only areas where the entire width of the sample
was intact were included for the measurements.

The marked images were then imported into Definiens
Developer XD 2.1. The classification was restored and the
regions marked in Photoshop detected. On some sections,
parts of the sample were missing in the center of the sec-
tion. These missing areas were always surrounded by
silk, which was poorly infiltrated by tissue. To allow these
sections to be measured, these regions were assigned a rel-
ative area based on the surrounding classes using the fol-
lowing process. The missing regions were separated in
82 mm–wide squares, and the percentage area of the dif-
ferent classes within 657 mm of each object at the edge
of the missing region was measured. The square objects
inside the missing region were processed from the edge
of the region toward the center by measuring (1) the aver-
age of the area’s percentage previously measured for
objects at the edge of the missing region and the percen-
tages determined for other objects in previous iterations
of this process within 328 mm and (2) the area of violet,
blue, yellow, and red tissues as well as the partitions of
the missing regions. An additional analysis was per-
formed measuring the same parameters while excluding
the sheath of predominately blue tissue surrounding the
silk scaffold.

Statistical Analysis

All calculations were performed using GraphPad software
(GraphPad Software Inc). All data are presented as mean
6 SD. The normal distribution of data was tested with
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. An analysis of variance
was used to conduct multiple pairwise comparisons
between the different groups, followed by the Bonferroni
test for post hoc analysis. In addition, linear regression
analysis was performed to identify the influence of the
degrading silk content on the newly regenerated tissue
and on the cellularity of the constructs. Statistical signifi-
cance was set at P \ .05.

RESULTS

Animal Welfare

One animal died of tympanites, and another animal had to be
sacrificed 2 weeks postoperatively because of a joint infection;
both animals were from the 6-month SA group. All other ani-
mals achieved unrestricted full weightbearing within
24 hours. Wound healing in these 31 sheep was uneventful,
and no further joint-related clinical problems were found. At
6 months, the total number of animals was 6 in the SA group
and 9 in the CS group. At 12 months, the total number of ani-
mals was 8 in the SA group and 8 in the CS group.

Macroscopic Assessment

There were no macroscopic signs of cartilage degeneration
or lesions in any animals in the 2 experimental groups
after 6 and 12 months. The regenerated ACLs all appeared
as strong ligament-like structures (Figure 3) in the course
of the natural ACL in both groups and at both time points.
There were no ruptures or any other form of macroscopic
ligament lesions evident.

Ligament Histology

Six months after surgery, the silk fibers of the scaffold
dominated the histological picture (Figure 4, A and B).
The cross-sections demonstrated connective tissue sur-
rounding the silk fibers. Ingrowth of the connective tissue
between the fibers was seen in some areas.

The histological segmentation of the entire construct
after 6 months (Figure 5, A1) did show significant differen-
ces in the relative silk content (P = .0226) as well as

Figure 3. Macroscopic view of anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL) reconstruction after 6 and 12 months. The regenerated
ACLs all appeared as strong ligament-like structures in the
course of the natural ACL.
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relative tissue content (P \ .0170) between the SA and CS
groups. The cell-loaded scaffolds showed a lower relative
content of silk compared with plain scaffolds (16.77% 6

9.87% vs 31.66% 6 13.41%, respectively), combined with

a higher content of newly formed tissue after 6 months
(66.59% 6 10.11% vs 49.19% 6 14.10%, respectively).
From 6 to 12 months, the mean values of the SA group
for the relative silk content decreased from 31.66% 6

Figure 4. Histology staining, martius scarlet blue: Overview of the histological picture comparing the 2 experimental groups (scaf-
fold alone [SA] vs cell-seeded scaffold [CS]) and the 2 time points (6 vs 12 months). (A, B) After 6 months, connective tissue is
surrounding the silk fiber–based grafts with ingrowth in some areas. In the CS group, a higher cell content in the inner parts of
the structure is observable. (C, D) After 12 months, tissue ingrowth increases, and silk fiber degradation is obvious. In terms
of tissue growth and silk fiber reduction, no differences between the 2 groups were seen anymore. Arrows indicate observed
blood vessel formation inside the scaffolds. Scale bar = 50 mm.
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Figure 5. Quantitative determination of silk, cell, and tissue content of the regenerated anterior cruciate ligament structures in (A)
the whole graft structure, including connective tissue sheathing, and in (B) the silk graft structure alone, respectively. In each bar
graph, the 2 experimental groups (scaffold alone [SA] vs cell-seeded scaffold [CS]) and the 2 time points (6 vs 12 months) are
compared. Remarkably, the cell content in the CS group was higher after 6 and 12 months when evaluating only the inner struc-
ture. Regarding the whole construct, the CS group showed a decreased silk content in combination with a higher regenerated
tissue content. After 12 months, no differences in terms of degenerated silk content and regenerated tissue content were detect-
able. n � 6 animals, mean 6 SD. All P values not added in the figure are higher than .90. Statistically significant difference: *P \
.05, **P \ .01. (A2, B2) Linear regression analysis of the cell content and formed tissue against the residual silk content, including
the respective R2 and P values. Overall, a negative correlation between the newly formed tissue and the silk content was found,
which was significant throughout all groups and time points with only 1 exception (12-month SA group in B2). A negative corre-
lation between the cellularity of the grafts and silk content could also be seen but was only significant in the 6-month SA group,
evaluating the graft without connective tissue sheathing.
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13.41% to 17.53% 6 10.03%, whereas the tissue content
and relative cell content increased from 49.19% 6 14.10%
to 61.33% 6 13.51% (P = .0936) and from 4.91% 6 1.85%
to 6.82% 6 2.15% (P = .2959), respectively. As a conse-
quence, statistical differences were no longer detectable
between the SA and CS groups after 12 months in terms
of reduced silk content and increased cell content as well
as newly formed tissue content (Figure 5A, upper panel).

By looking only at the inner part of the construct, the
segmentation results demonstrated a significantly higher
relative cell content (P = .0011) in the CS group (14.12%
6 10.20%) compared with the SA group (3.60% 6 3.13%)
after 6 months (Figure 5, B1), whereas the other parame-
ters did not reveal any significant differences. The mean
value of the relative silk content in the CS group after 6
months (44.36% 6 18.37%) was lower (P = .4824) than
that in the SA group (56.37% 6 20.02%). For the 6-month
time point, the mean values for the relative content of
newly formed tissue for both groups were comparable
(24.79% 6 17.65% and 25.19% 6 14.59% for the SA and
CS groups, respectively).

Similar to the analysis of the entire construct, the inner
part showed decreasing silk content and increased tissue
content from 6 to 12 months in both the SA and CS groups
(Figure 5, B1). The relative silk content decreased signifi-
cantly (P = .0139) from 56.37% 6 20.02% to 33.83% 6

17.08% in the SA group and from 44.36% 6 18.37% to
25.90% 6 16.70% in the CS group (P = .1164). Conversely
with the decreasing relative silk content, the relative tis-
sue content increased significantly (P = .0398) from
24.79% 6 17.65% to 44.46% 6 20.13% for the SA group
and from 25.19% 6 14.59% to 42.63% 6 20.69% for the
CS group (P = .1303).

Despite an increase in the relative cell content of the SA
grafts from 3.60% 6 3.13% to 7.88% 6 9.32% (P = .3912)
over the time period, cellularity was still significantly
lower than that in the CS group (15.84% 6 5.99%) after
12 months regarding only the inner part of the construct
(P = .0301).

Based on linear regression models, the magnitude of silk
degradation correlated with newly formed tissue but not
with cellularity of the ligament grafts. In general, the
more the silk content decreased, the more tissue was formed
(Figure 5). The relationship between silk content and tissue
formation was significant throughout all time points (at 6
months: R2 = 0.724, P = .0317 [SA] and R2 = 0.861, P =
.0003 [CS]; at 12 months: R2 = 0.911, P = .0002 [SA] and
R2 = 0.775, P = .0039 [CS]) evaluating the whole graft. By
evaluating only the tissue formation without the formed
connective tissue sheathing, the relationship was significant
for the SA group at 6 months (R2 = 0.962, P = .0006) and the
CS group at 12 months (R2 = 0.742, P = .0060;) but not for
the CS group at 6 months (R2 = 0.623, P = .0112) or the
SA group at 12 months (R2 = 0.229, P = .2310).

No statistically significant correlation between cell
content and silk content was detectable by regression
analysis throughout all treatment groups and time points
(detailed R2 and P values can be found in Figure 5)
with the exception of the 6-month SA group (R2 = 0.929,
P = .0086).

Collagen Deposition and Cell Phenotype

The vast majority of cells in the silk grafts after 6 and 12
months were mononuclear (Figure 6), and only a sparse
amount of polynuclear foreign-body giant cells were visi-
ble. No difference in terms of the phenotype between the
cells in the SA and CS groups as well as between time
points could be observed. Moreover, erythrocytes could be
seen in some areas, indicating blood vessel formation in
the developing tissue. The mononuclear cells were in close
relation with the newly formed tissue, which consisted
mainly of collagenous tissue, as indicated by performed pic-
rosirius red staining (Figure 7, A and B). The deposited col-
lagen fibers showed an orientation along the braiding
design of the silk fibers (Figure 7C).

DISCUSSION

The results of this study support the first hypothesis that
the novel silk fiber–based scaffold initiated regeneration
of the ligament. The changing histological picture from
the 6-month to the 12-month time points clearly demon-
strated the regenerative process (Figure 4, A-D). In paral-
lel to the increase of regenerated tissue, a degradation of
silk fibers took place. Despite these findings, the amount
of silk fibers after 12 months was actually larger than
expected.

The results partially supported the second hypothesis
that cell seeding of the scaffold with autologous stromal
vascular fraction–containing adipose-derived stem cells
results in increased regenerative capacity. Cell seeding
led to increased regeneration within the first 6 months
for the entire construct (Figure 5A, upper panel). Interest-
ingly, after 12 months, the SA group caught up in terms of
regenerated tissue, and no significant difference between
the 2 groups was seen anymore. In addition, cell seeding
seems to have had an effect on the degradation of silk
fibers. The increased regenerated tissue in the CS group
after 6 months went hand in hand with a reduction of
silk fibers compared with the SA group (Figure 5, A and
B [correlation analysis]). Again, after 12 months, this dif-
ference was not detected anymore.

The option of using a tissue-engineered ACL to over-
come the problems of the current standard reconstruction
techniques was mentioned by several authors.14,39,45 In
a questionnaire by Rathbone et al,39 300 surgeons were
asked if they would be open to using a tissue-engineered
ACL in their patients. For 86%, this was an option pro-
vided that the construct provides biological and mechani-
cal success, and for 76% of the participants, a tissue-
engineered ACL was superior to any of the autograft recon-
struction techniques. It was also mentioned that a fully
load-bearing construct is needed and that several ACL
regeneration strategies have to address this need for
mechanical integrity. We think that this immediate
mechanical stability is of crucial importance for any
tissue-engineered construct to be able to be translated
into clinical practice as the current ACL reconstruction
techniques all provide an immediate load-bearing
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environment. Many of the different biomaterials used in
ligament regeneration lack mechanical stability, despite
encouraging biological results.35

Silk, on the other hand, is a biomaterial of remarkable
strength and toughness and thus an attractive candidate
for ACL regeneration.2,3,11,18,36 Fan et al9,10 demonstrated
promising results using silk ACL grafts in in vivo studies.
In both studies, their scaffold was based on a knitted silk
mesh, which was rolled up along a silk sponge in a small
animal model (rabbit). To meet the required increased
mechanical properties of the large animal model (pig),
the sponges were replaced by a braided silk cord.9 In
view of clinical translation, this step is in accordance
with our scaffold design to use textile-engineering technol-
ogies to generate highly mechanically stable grafts.3

First clinical trials are currently being conducted of silk-
based textile-engineered ACL grafts.42

The sheep model certainly has the common limitations
that all animal models of ACL surgery have. Human condi-
tions are never fully represented in a quadruped, and post-
operative rehabilitation is difficult to control in any animal
model.34 We chose the sheep model because sheep are in
general very active animals,13,38 and we wanted to test in
vivo ligament regeneration under physiological conditions
with early weightbearing and unrestricted range of motion
postoperatively. Another limitation of our study may be
the short follow-up of only 12 months. Initially, we expected
the degradation of silk fibers to be completed after that
time. Despite the encouraging results in terms of regener-
ated ligament tissue, obviously a longer observation period
is needed to observe when scaffold degradation is completed.
Furthermore, we did not include the bony integration of the
construct in the present analysis. This is certainly another
crucial aspect of a successful tissue-engineered ACL con-
struct that needs to be considered, especially in the context
of eventual translation into clinical practice.

In this large animal study, we demonstrated that a novel
silk fiber–based scaffold was able to initiate ACL regener-
ation under in vivo conditions, with immediate full weight-
bearing and without immobilization. Within the first 6
months, additional cell seeding led to increased tissue
regeneration and silk fiber degradation. These results are
in accordance with those of previous studies in which
autologous or degradable ACL grafts9,10,12,20,30 have been
combined with mesenchymal stem cells. However, after
12 months, this effect was not detected anymore, with sim-
ilar tissue regeneration in both groups, whereas silk fiber
degradation was not completed. This is an interesting

Figure 6. Representative hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)–
stained cell-infiltrated silk fiber–based anterior cruciate liga-
ment grafts. Longitudinal sections stained with H&E show
the cells surrounding the fibers in the 2 experimental groups
(scaffold alone [SA] vs cell-seeded scaffold [CS]) and the 2
time points (6 vs 12 months). The majority of cells are mono-
nuclear. Only a sparse amount of polynuclear cells (aster-
isks), most likely indicating foreign-body giant cells, are
observable. Moreover, blood vessels are present in some
areas (arrows). Scale bar = 50 mm.

Figure 7. Representative martius scarlet blue (MSB) and
picrosirius red (PicroR) staining of the regenerated anterior
cruciate ligament (ACL) construct after 12 months, indicat-
ing collagen fiber deposition. (A) Longitudinal sections and
(B) transverse sections showing the overall distribution
and orientation of collagen fibers (stained in red) formed in
the ACL scaffold based on silk fibers (appearing in white).
(A) The outer layer of collagen fibers on the silk matrix is
indicated with asterisks. A longitudinal alignment of the
collagen fibers is visible in the inner regions. Scale bar =
500 mm. (B) Newly formed collagen can be seen between
the silk fibers. Scale bar = 100 mm. (C) Collagen fibers are
aligned in the directions (blue arrows) of the adjacent
braided silk fibroin fibers (green arrows). Scale bar =
100 mm.
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finding as it would indicate that the silk graft is infiltrated
and remodeled by cells on its own and that there is no need
for an additional application of stem cells. The knee joint
comprises various cell sources such as residual ruptured
ligament tissue or synovium tissue. Cells have been proven
to be recruited from these origins and to participate in lig-
amentous regeneration processes.21,25,26 In addition, we
speculate that the recruitment of regenerating cells is aug-
mented by the drilling of bone holes, giving access to the
vasculature of bone tissue similarly to cartilage regenera-
tion studies (eg, microfracturing).43

The infiltrated cells in the silk-based graft show pre-
dominantly a mononuclear phenotype (Figure 6) and are
in close relation to newly formed tissue (Figure 7, A and
B). We therefore suggest that these cells are fibroblastic
cells depositing the collagenous fibers that are observable
using picrosirius red staining. Interestingly, these fibers
are oriented along the silk fibers and therefore along the
direction of mechanical strain (Figure 7C). This observa-
tion is in accordance with other studies showing the depo-
sition of the extracellular matrix along fiber-based
grafts.9,28,37

We conclude that the observed infiltration by regenera-
tive cells from the surrounding tissues highlights the pos-
sibility to generate an off-the-shelf standardized product
without the need for additional cells to regenerate the
ACL. Despite these encouraging results, further work is
needed to address the osteointegration of the construct as
well as the overall mechanical performance after complete
silk fiber degradation.
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